Verification of Conformity

Applicant: Cincon Electronics Co., Ltd.
No.8-1 Fu Kung Rd., Fu Hsing Park, Fu Hsing Hsiang,
Chang Hua Hsien, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Product: EC7AW18 SERIES 10 WATT 18:1 INPUT ISOLATED DC-DC CONVERTER

Model No.: EC7AW18-72XY-NP
(X can be S or D; Y can be 05, 12, 15; -N can be None, -ECRT, -EDRT, -ECRS or -EDRS; P can be None or P)

On the basis of the tests undertaken, the sample(s) of the above product have been found to comply with the essential requirements of the referenced specifications at the time the tests were carried out. The tests undertaken are subject to selection based on inherent suitability of the product.

Relevant Standard(s) / Specification(s)
EN 50155: 2017 for EMC, Environmental and Characteristic
EN 50121-3-2: 2016 for EMC
EN 60068-2-1: 2007 for Environmental
EN 60068-2-2: 2007 for Environmental
EN 60068-2-30: 2005 for Environmental
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